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Data Rich Europe



NONENONE

NONE



Why?Why?
bbThe Growth in ICT makes the The Growth in ICT makes the 

linkage of administrative linkage of administrative 
datasets  a realitydatasets  a reality
bbThe cost of a Census can not be The cost of a Census can not be 

justifiedjustified



BUTBUT



A BIGA BIG

BUTBUT



It can be argued:It can be argued:

bbThe Reverse is trueThe Reverse is true



The Growth in ICT means:The Growth in ICT means:

bbA Census is cheaper to A Census is cheaper to 
undertakeundertake
bbThe real value of a Census can The real value of a Census can 

be be realisedrealised



Basic Argument:Basic Argument:

bbCensus is Ground TruthCensus is Ground Truth
bbTechniques are being Techniques are being 

developed to handle spatially developed to handle spatially 
referenced datareferenced data
bbGIS is coming of ageGIS is coming of age



Census and GISCensus and GIS

bbCensus provides attribute dataCensus provides attribute data
bbTopographic data is becoming Topographic data is becoming 

readily available readily available -- yet still no  yet still no  
general spatial infrastructuregeneral spatial infrastructure
bbNeed for spatial Need for spatial 

referencing/taggingreferencing/tagging



Spatial TaggingSpatial Tagging

bbIs complex and linked to Is complex and linked to 
statistical confidentialitystatistical confidentiality
bbOften  it is argued that Often  it is argued that 

statistical confidentiality statistical confidentiality dtop dtop 
the the utilisation utilisation of census dataof census data



Reverse can be trueReverse can be true

bbGIS can be used to address GIS can be used to address 
issues of statistical issues of statistical 
confidentiality confidentiality 
bbExample: UK definitions of Example: UK definitions of 

travel to work areas and travel to work areas and 
definition of wardsdefinition of wards



Commercial IssuesCommercial Issues

bbCensus data has a large Census data has a large 
commercial valuecommercial value
bbCan cause problems in a cost Can cause problems in a cost 

recovery environmentrecovery environment
bbSharing of Census data is Sharing of Census data is 

essentialessential



Accessing Census DataAccessing Census Data

bbHow can the value of Census How can the value of Census 
Data be released?Data be released?
bbComplex Complex dataset dataset -- previously previously 

needed training to accessneeded training to access



For example:For example:

bbSARs SARs -- needed knowledge of needed knowledge of 
hierarchical structurehierarchical structure
bbSAS SAS -- needed knowledge of needed knowledge of 

geography, coding and geography, coding and 
structurestructure



Visual InterfaceVisual Interface

bbGIS can provide a visual GIS can provide a visual 
interfaceinterface

bbSo can the web So can the web -- so what is the so what is the 
difference?difference?



Value of GIS Interface:Value of GIS Interface:

bbAllows for Knowledge Allows for Knowledge 
Discovery in Databases (KDD)Discovery in Databases (KDD)
bbThat is provided that the task is That is provided that the task is 

relatively simplerelatively simple



Knowledge Discovery in DatabasesKnowledge Discovery in Databases

bb ‘‘The non trivial process of The non trivial process of 
identifying valid, novel, identifying valid, novel, 
potentially useful, and potentially useful, and 
ultimately understandable ultimately understandable 
patterns in data’ patterns in data’ ((Fayyad Fayyad et.al. et.al. 
(1996))(1996))

but



Or just Data-mining 
under another name ?

But



Need for Meta Need for Meta --datadata

bbMeta data can be basis of Meta data can be basis of 
search search 
bbNo agreed standardsNo agreed standards
bbDublin coreDublin core
bbNESSTAR/FASTERNESSTAR/FASTER

But



Example of KDD InterfaceExample of KDD Interface

bbKINDS interface to UK CensusKINDS interface to UK Census
bbBased on Based on Descarte Descarte software software 

from GMDfrom GMD

BUT





BUT

What do you do with 
the data when you 
have retrieved it?



Spatial Analytical TechniquesSpatial Analytical Techniques

bbGenerally argued that spatial Generally argued that spatial 
analysis is very limitedanalysis is very limited
bbMain shortcoming of GISMain shortcoming of GIS
bbSo what use is the Census?So what use is the Census?



NONENONE

The Census is of little value 
beyond descriptive statistics if 
traditional parametric techniques 
are considered.

BUT



KDD & Geographic 
Visualisation (Gvis) provide 
ways to investigate the Census 
data and link it on an 
international basis

Using ICT Developments:



Software is AvailableSoftware is Available

bbPOPMAPPOPMAP
bbMAPINFOMAPINFO
bbClementineClementine
bbDESCARTEDESCARTE



POPMAPPOPMAP

bb Free GIS developed by UNSD for UNFPDFree GIS developed by UNSD for UNFPD
bbUsed to map Population CensusesUsed to map Population Censuses
bbCan be downloaded from:Can be downloaded from:
bb http://www.undo.org/http://www.undo.org/popinpopin//softprojsoftproj/index./index.htmhtm
bb http://ubs1.http://ubs1.ubsubs..ulstulst.ac..ac.ukuk/~/~unfpaunfpa//



MAP ONLINEMAP ONLINE

bbWeb based follow up to Web based follow up to 
POPMAPPOPMAP
bbUses ClientUses Client--server modelserver model
bbMeans that data can be Means that data can be 

distributeddistributed



ClementineClementine

bbStandard DataStandard Data--mining add in mining add in 
for SPSSfor SPSS
bbCan deal with distributed dataCan deal with distributed data
bbCan be used for Can be used for 

fuzzy/qualitative spatial KDDfuzzy/qualitative spatial KDD



DESCARTEDESCARTE

bbProduced by GMDProduced by GMD
bbReadily availableReadily available
bbBasis of many EU projectsBasis of many EU projects



This meansThis means

bbNo longer need to invest No longer need to invest 
heavily in softwareheavily in software
bbData can be distributedData can be distributed
bbEasy to use interfaces are Easy to use interfaces are 

becoming availablebecoming available
BUT



BUTBUT

Does this justify 
the cost of a 

Census?



Growth of IndicatorsGrowth of Indicators

bbMore and More Statisticians More and More Statisticians 
are being asked to provide are being asked to provide 
simple indicators for political simple indicators for political 
decisionsdecisions
bbExample: Needs assessmentExample: Needs assessment



bbSimple parametric indicators Simple parametric indicators 
miss much of the information miss much of the information 
contained in the datacontained in the data
bbFlexible KDD based indicators Flexible KDD based indicators 

can more easily model the can more easily model the 
complexity of the datacomplexity of the data

The Need For KDD



Still Many Issues to be Still Many Issues to be 
AddressedAddressed
bbAccessAccess
bbSharingSharing
bbComparabilityComparability
bbCommercial IssuesCommercial Issues



The Future of CensusesThe Future of Censuses

Extremely GoodExtremely Good


